Call for Papers


The University of Stuttgart will host the 12th European PhD workshop in South Asian Studies in Stuttgart, Germany, from 19 to 21 September 2019. The EASAS doctoral workshops take place annually and aim at giving PhD students the opportunity to discuss their thesis with fellow PhD students and senior scholars who work on South Asia at universities across Europe. The doctoral students who wish to attend the workshop must be in their 2nd or 3rd year. The University of Stuttgart and EASAS will provide accommodation and board in Stuttgart, the capital of Baden-Wuerttemberg. Stuttgart is a lively, international city, featuring cultural festivals, art and history museums, and many green spaces. At the workshop, the PhD researchers are to share rooms, as is usually the case at EASAS PhD workshops.

Proposals must include the following:
1. Name and academic affiliation of proposer and year of study;
2. A title of a chapter / paper of no more than 15 words;
3. A brief outline (no more than 500 words) describing the theme and main argument of their PhD thesis and how the chapter they wish to present at the workshop is embedded in their thesis.

Applicants must be members of EASAS at the time of submission of the application for funding. Please go to https://www.easas.eu/become-a-member/ to become a member.

The deadline for submitting proposals is 30 April 2019. Proposals have to be sent directly to the conveners Dr Margret Frenz and Dr Georg Berkemer at margret.frenz@hi.uni-stuttgart.de and georg.berkemer@staff.hu-berlin.de. The EASAS Council will select participants for the workshop and communicate the results by the end of May 2019. Chosen participants will then have to submit the chapter/paper they are presenting in Stuttgart by 1 August 2019.

The tentative schedule for the workshop is:

**Thursday, 19 September 2019**
14.00 – 14.30 Reception and registration
14.30 – 18.00 Session 1 & 2 (16.00 – 16.30 coffee break)
19.00 – 21.00 Dinner

**Friday, 20 September 2019**
9.00 – 12.30 Session 3 & 4 (10.30 – 11.00 coffee break)
12.30 Lunch
14.00 – 17.30 Session 5 & 6 (15.30 – 16.00 coffee break)
18.30 – 20.30 Dinner

**Saturday, 21 September 2019**
9.00 – 12.30 Session 7 & 8 (10.30 – 11.00 coffee break)
12.30 Summary, lunch and farewell

Conveners: Dr Margret Frenz, University of Stuttgart margret.frenz@hi.uni-stuttgart.de and Dr Georg Berkemer, Humboldt-University Berlin georg.berkemer@staff.hu-berlin.de